
 

Press release 

 
The Carsat Normandie’s pension fund tests the Familink frames to 

break social isolation of elderly people 
 

Familink reinforces the intergenerational relationship, breaks isolation and helps 
memorization  

 
In Rouen, on the 31st of January 2019, The Carsat Normandie‘s pension fund decided to trust Familink 
for the Ageing Well of elderly people! As part of an operation initiated in February 2018, Carsat 
Normandie has provided 100 retired people with Familink frames, in order to measure the impact on 
the daily life of elderly people. After 6 months, the results are very positive. Elderly people and their 
family appreciated the simplicity of use of Familink and observed a reinforcement of their 
intergenerational relationship. This study also highlighted an important point: for 88% of the retired, 
Familink helps memorization of events. 
 
 
“The Carsat and Familink have the same purposes: help seniors to improve their daily life and fight against 
the feeling of isolation they often feel. This study led by the Carsat was a real opportunity to show that Familink 
is beneficial for elderly people, to have them keeping in touch with their family in a playful way, it even 
permitted to find out that in some case Familink could encourage memorization!” explains Jiri, co-founder 
of Familink. 
 
“We are constantly looking for innovative products to improve the daily life of the seniors and specially to help 
them breaking isolation which affects 1,5 million people over 75 years old in France! Our meeting with 
Familink happened on the right time and we were even more delighted to carry out a study with a local society! 
We could notice the real advantages that Familink brings to elderly people, but also to their family” comments 
Mickaël Savio, director of Carsat Normandie. 
 

 
Familink, a real plus in the daily life of seniors 
 
The Familink photo frame permits to keep in touch in a very easy way: the 
whole family can send pictures on the frame via an application, website, e-
mail or Messenger. The photos display instantly on the frame! Even if 
grandchildren are far away and Grandpa and Grandma are non-tech savvy, 
they follow the important events thanks to Familink! 

 
The Carsat’s study confirms the advantages of Familink for elderly people 

 
The survey conducted by Carsat shows that more than 90% of the retired people and 100% of families think 
the frame reinforces the intergenerational bonds! 
 
 

Question :  
 
Do you think Familink 

permits to reinforce 

intergenerational 

bounds? 

 

  

 

 

Strongly disagree 

Tend to disagree 

Tend to agree 

Strongly agree 

 



 
 
The survey also reveals the other advantages of Familink:  

• For nearly 90% of seniors, Familink permits to break the feeling of isolation 

• Almost 80% think Familink helps for a better memorization of events (thanks to the picture) 

• And 88% estimate Familink permits to know better their grandchildren and great-
grandchildren! 

 
“When I wake up, I watch it, I live with my family, they made me participate to their holidays. My granddaughter 
got her proposal in Poland, she sent me a picture” explains a retired woman. 
 
“She appreciates having this little frame. She is pleased and got easily used to it. Despite her grand age, 91 
years old, she understood well its touchscreen.” declares a family 
 

Carsat Normandie and Familink: a local partnership  
 
In 2017 during a professional exhibition in Paris the Carsat Normandie met Familink, based a few kilometers 
away of its headquarters. The Carsat Normandie was looking for innovative products to help its retired to 
fight against isolation. Familink, also based in Rouen (Normandy), perfectly responded to its needs thanks 
to its connected photo frame for elderly people who do not have internet or do not know how to use it. As part 
of a regional experimentation in February 2018, the Carsat Normandie provided 100 retired people with 
Familink frames. 
 

 
About Familink : 
The start-up AsWeShare, which develops and commercializes Familink, is based in Rouen and was created in 
June 2016 by Jiri Kosla and Alexis Le Goff. Passionate by the IOT and sensitive to the isolation of the elderly, they 
started to develop Familink together, a smart and intergenerational photo frame. Since it was launched in October 
2017, 6,000 frames have been sold! Today, the new goal of the founders is to export Familink internationally, 
because the loneliness of the elderly is a real social issue which transcends borders! 
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